
 
 
 
 

PROACTIVE MEASURES 
 

CONDOMINIUM CO-OWNERS 
 

 
As buildings age, the probability of mechanical, plumbing and electrical failure rises. 
Components age, weakened and fail. Being proactive and identifying these areas of failure 
before they become an insurance claim can save thousands of dollars in damages, and 
countless days of inaccessibility or use of a condo. The Contingency Plan was developed to 
mitigate risk when it comes to damages caused by fire or water in condos. Over the last few 
years there has been many fire and water related damages that could have been avoided 
through some simple proactive measures. 
With this in mind, we are requesting that all property managers communicate the need to 
address the following recommendations with their condo owners to set up a schedule of 
completion.  
 

1. Hot water heaters: All hot water heaters aged more than 10 years must be replace 
as per manufacturer’s warranty.  

The age of the hot water heaters is listed on side of the heater. If no date is present, please 
provide the Make, Model name or Model number, and Serial number of the hot water heater. 
Note: If the hot water heater has been replaced or inspected by a certified plumber in the past 
10 years, please provide the certificate of inspection or of installation. 

2. Butterfly valves: In all buildings that are 15years old or more, replace all butterfly 
valves with ¼ turn valves. 

3. Speedway: Replace all speedways with steel braided lines. 
4. Water lines: Replace all water lines under sinks, dishwashers, and on washing 

machines with steel braided water lines. 
5. Ice making machines: Disconnect ice making machines in fridges. 
6. Fire extinguishers: Ensure properly rated fire extinguishers are present in all 

condos, and serviced annually, and that their location is visibly identified if they are 
hidden away in a closet or cupboard.  

7. Central Fire Alarm: If a fire and/or burglar alarm is installed and is being monitored 
by a central station, provide the certificate of inspection and proof of monitoring. 

8. Local Alarms: All condos must have local fire alarms installed as per Canadian 
Building Code and are tested and batteries replaced yearly.  

9. CO Alarm: All condos must have CO detectors installed as per Canadian Building 
Code and are tested and batteries replaced annually. 

10. Thermostats: All thermostats to be replaced with programmable thermostats that are 
set to no less than 15c. 

Reminder:  

● Always leave a 6 inch clearance in front or all electric baseboard heaters. 
● Sprinkler heads must be free of any obstructions, and are not to be used to suspend 

clothing. 



 


